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Headteacher’s Letter
Friday 30th April 2021
Dear St Marylebone community,
As we reach a sunny (if a little chilly) end of April, I’d first like to cheer on our students in Years 10, 11
and 13 who are doing GCSE and A-Level assessments this term. You’ve risen to the challenge with a can
-do attitude and are showing us how seriously you take your education. I have also noticed how you are
supporting each other and how your camaraderie is a great source of support and motivation. Well
done!
Year 8 parents and carers will know that there was a confirmed case of COVID-19 in Year 8 this week. In
line with Public Health advice and procedures, we swiftly identified this student’s proximity contacts as
soon as we received this news. Regrettably, this does mean that some students in Year 8 are now selfisolating. If this had affected you or your family, you would have been informed.
You’ll know that a huge development building project is taking place at the St Marylebone Parish
Church, the Changing Lives Project. This work is the reason our High Street site entrances have
changed. With more students using the gates onto Marylebone High Street, we have noticed a couple
of cars idling in that area, as parents wait for their children. Sadly we have had some complaints about
this from local residents. If you are dropping off or collecting your child from school, please avoid idling
on the roads. I realise it’s a tricky place for cars.

There’s plenty of interesting news, information and opportunities in this Bulletin to enjoy. I wish you all
a lovely Bank Holiday weekend!
Best regards,

Ms Pugh

An Opportunity to Excel

School News
Ramadan Notice
We know than many Muslim members of our school community are
fasting during Ramadan and want to be able to continue supporting
them at this time.
• We have encouraged students who are fasting during Ramadan to let
their tutor or Head of Year know so we can support students if needed.
• Students who receive Free School Meals are still entitled to their meal
and are encouraged to collect it and take it home for iftar.
• We are aware that some students would like to pray at lunch time during
Ramadan. We are limited for space as year group bubbles have to be kept
separate, but are doing our best to find space for those who would like it.

• The PE and Dance departments are aware that students may need to
reduce the level of their activity in these classes when they are
fasting. Teachers are aware of this and students are encouraged to speak to
their teacher where relevant.
• Some students have let us know that they will not listen to music for
enjoyment during Ramadan. Our understanding is that Music for an
educational purpose, such as in Music lessons, is allowed.
• The School can authorise a one day absence for religious observance at
Eid. If your child will be absent from school for Eid please put this in writing
to your child’s form tutor in advance. Where Year 11 or 13 students have
assessments in school on Eid, they should attend these.
If students or parents / carers have any questions about the above information
please don’t hesitate to be in touch with the relevant tutor, Head of Year or
teacher.
Ramadan Mubarak

School News
Notifying the school of a change in contact details
It is important that we have up to date contact information on our database for parents, carers and
emergency contacts.
There are several ways you can notify us when contact details change.
[1]

Email info@stmaryleboneschool.com

[2]

Use the MyEd app to update your current contact details by clicking on Settings in the App.

You can update your personal email address and mobile phone number here. If you want to
notify us of a change of address you can send us a message via the App or email
info@stmaryleboneschool.com .
Now we are back in school we are re-starting our yearly data checking exercise. Pupils will
receive a printed copy of their data collection form to bring home. Parent/carers are to check that
the information is correct and make any changes that are necessary. This form (with or without
changes) should be signed and returned to their form tutor or the Admin Office by requested
date.
Thank you for your help with this.

School News
Road Safety

A reminder to parents, if you
are driving your child to school
please do not stop on the
double yellow line by the
school gates to drop them off
but find an alternative safe
place to do this.

School News
No Nuts or Nut Based Products

School News
EVERY DAY IS BAGEL DAY!

Next week we are offering all students the chance to have a
bagel for breakfast as they arrive in school.
The bagels will be available on both gates at main site and the
students can take one and have it before registration or during
their break later on in the morning.
Please remind your child about this and encourage them to
have to take part in this next week.
Ms Swan
Deputy Headteacher: Pastoral & Safeguarding

School News
Coronavirus Home Testing Kits

Taking part in testing at home is voluntary and all students are able to attend school
whether they take part in testing or not. The school believes this is important and is an
important strategy for schools to stay open fully from now on.
Testing kits have been provided to 6th Formers who gave consent and to those students
whose parents/carers completed a consent form earlier this term or more recently a form
to say they would like to be involved in home testing. These students will be given regular
kits to take home to ensure they have enough to use.
Those that are not receiving home testing kits can get regular, free local lateral flow tests
by searching for their local test centre on the internet.
Students need to be taking a test twice a week and you are required to report the results
of your test to the NHS either online or by phone on 119, every time you take a test, even
if the result is negative or void.
You are also required to report the result of your test to the school using the Google form.
This reporting should be done by the parent for Years 7 to 11 and can be done by 6th
Formers for themselves.
If you have a positive LFD test result, your household and any support bubble you are part
of should self-isolate immediately in line with NHS Test and Trace guidance for 10
days. You should order a confirmatory PCR test in the event of a positive test result which
you can do here. It is important that you also report a student’s absence due to a positive
result to school via MyEd.

School News
Mind - for better mental health
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Mind - for better mental health
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Mind - for better mental health

School News
The theme for next week is ‘Grit’ and the poem of the week is
‘Still I Rise’ by Maya Angelou
Picked by Mrs Peverley
You may write me down in history
With your bitter, twisted lies,
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust, I'll rise.

You may shoot me with your words,
You may cut me with your eyes,
You may kill me with your hatefulness,
But still, like air, I’ll rise.

Does my sassiness upset you?
Why are you beset with gloom?
’Cause I walk like I've got oil wells
Pumping in my living room.

Does my sexiness upset you?
Does it come as a surprise
That I dance like I've got diamonds
At the meeting of my thighs?

Just like moons and like suns,
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I'll rise.

Out of the huts of history’s shame
I rise
Up from a past that’s rooted in pain
I rise
I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide,
Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.

Did you want to see me broken?
Bowed head and lowered eyes?
Shoulders falling down like teardrops,
Weakened by my soulful cries?
Does my haughtiness offend you?
Don't you take it awful hard
’Cause I laugh like I've got gold mines
Diggin’ in my own backyard.
You may shoot me with your words,
You may cut me with your eyes,
You may kill me with your hatefulness,
But still, like air, I’ll rise.

Leaving behind nights of terror and fear
I rise
Into a daybreak that’s wondrously clear
I rise
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors
gave,
I am the dream and the hope of the
slave.
I rise
I rise
I rise.

How is the imagery used to emphasise the determination of the
speaker ?

School News
The theme for next week is ‘Grit’
and the books of the week is ‘Grit, the power of passion and
perseverance’ by Angela Duckworth picked by Mrs Montsumi
And ‘Lucky Jim’ by Kingley Amis picked by Ms Read

What is the secret to outstanding achievement?

School News

Next week’s theme is: Grit
St Marylebone are reading:
The Letter of St Paul to the Romans
in the New Testament:
‘and we rejoice in our hope of sharing the glory of God.
And not only that, but we also boast in our sufferings, knowing that suffering produces endurance,
and endurance produces character,
and character produces hope,
and hope does not disappoint us,
because God’s love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us.’

Pause for thought:
What kind of challenges was St Paul talking about do you think?
Do you recognise this pattern (suffering-character-hope) in your own life?
What kind of hope was St Paul writing about do you think?

Concluding Prayer:
God of glory,
We pray for ourselves,
and for all your children in our school
and across the world who are struggling or suffering.
Give us a hope that is unquenchable,
and all that we need to face life’s challenges
with character and love.
Through Christ our Lord.
Amen.

School News
St Marylebone Festival 2021

After a difficult year, we are absolutely delighted to announce the dates of the St
Marylebone Festival 2021. Please save the dates and join us from 18th - 23rd July for a
celebration of the incredible music of St Marylebone.
Supported by The National Lottery Heritage Fund, St Marylebone Parish Church will be
hosting a number of events and concerts throughout the week, including theatre and
music, celebrating the heritage of the area and our previous residents. Two themes
have been brought to the fore by the recent pandemic - 'mental health' and 'climate and this year's festival explore these in our performances.
As we emerge from the difficulties of the past year, we want to use this week to
celebrate famous figures such as the great jazz duo Sir John Dankworth and Dame Cleo
Laine, Gerald Finzi, Clara Novello (mother of Ivor), Lord Byron, and Italian composer
Paolo Tosti, as well-as our many connections with the neighbouring Royal Academy of
Music.
Our 2021 lineup includes star performers such as pianist Joanna MacGregor CBE and
Andrew Watts
If you would like to find out more about the festival or to buy tickets please see our
website here

School News

Science Refurb
Campaign
**UPDATE**
The total amount of funds raised for this project is

£195,362.50
The average cost of refurbishing a science lab is £50,000.
If we can raise a further £4,637.50 we will be able to
convert 4 of the 6 labs at the High Street site into state
of the art facilities this summer!

Thank you to those who have already donated.
If you would like to contribute to the campaign, please visit the school fundraising page:
https://stmarylebone.school/fundraising/.
Big or small, all donations will make a difference and be much appreciated.

School News
Geography Department
Be the Young Geographer of the Year 2021!!
The Royal Geographical Society is running a competition asking young
people to create an annotated map which reveals how their lives have
been shaped by the Covid pandemic!
National winning entries will be published by the Royal Geographical Society in Routes, a geographical
magazine, and the Geography Department will also be giving credit for your good work and awarding
the ten best SMS entries!
We want to see maps which illustrate and describe:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which local human and physical features you and your family used during the pandemic
Why some places were especially important to you as young people
The places you couldn’t visit and why
If the pandemic has led to you experiencing any new places in your local area
How the pandemic changed your geographical understanding of your local area
Any links between your maps and other places which were important to you during the pandemic

KS3 and KS4 students should produce an A3 size entry. This can be handmade (then sent in electronically
via a scanned copy or photograph) or using PowerPoint, Word, Publisher or PDF, etc.
KS5 students should produce an Esri Story Map containing no more than 1,500 words.
The success criteria are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent attention to spelling, punctuation and grammar
Use of accurate geographical terminology
Clearly labelled and appropriately acknowledged sources, including diagrams, charts, maps or images
Accurate use of symbols, scales and keys
Original and independently produced
If produced electronically, please use a minimum font size of point 10
KEY STAGE 3: four or more geographical features on their map using annotated images or diagrams
KEY STAGE 4: at least six geographical features using annotated images, data and diagrams
KEY STAGE 5: multiple geographical features, through a strong use of annotated images, diagrams
and data

•

GOOD LUCK!!! We look forward to seeing your entries! Please submit your map to your Geography
teacher, or any of the Geography department, by the deadline of Monday 7th June (just after the half
term break) – but best to get your entry in as soon as possible!

School News
MFL Ambassadors

Music of the Week:
Family : Elsie A has chosen a song in French called La Famille.
Grit : Jasmine A has chosen the song Hall of the Mountain King by Greig. Grit translated into Norwegian is resilience. In this song, Peer Gynt is going to face the trolls, showing resilience.

Wordy Wednesday: Family

Elsie A.

Rebecca M.

School News
MFL Ambassadors

Eid Al Fitr
Eid Al Fitr is a holy festival that is a big part of the Muslim and Arabic community. It is celebrated at the
end of the holy month, Ramadan, where all muslims all over the world fast, which means they do not
eat or drink from sunrise to sunset. This is celebrated as a well done to muslims who have kept their
fast. Everything we do on Eid Al Fitr is connected to our family. We do everything with our families. We
know that the day is Eid Al Fitr because in Saudia Arabia, the people look through telescopes to find the
Hilal. The hilal is the moon shaped as a crescent moon. When they find the crescent moon in the skies,
the day after is Eid Al Fitr.
On the morning of Eid Al Fitr, all families go to the mosque and pray all together. In arabic countries, all
the streets are closed and prayer mats are put on the floor, and we all pray on the streets together.
Furthermore, during the month of Ramadan, we collect money to give to a charity that gives the money
to poor and unable people. This is called Zakkat Al Fitr. Everyone on Eid says ‘Eid Mubarak’ to their
loved ones and to people on the street. ‘Eid Mubarak’ means blessed Eid.
Eid Al Fitr is usually over the course of two to three days as many people like to enjoy the festivities over
a period. Eid in arabic countries is a little bit like Halloween. All children go and knock on people’s
houses and they give them sweets and money. It is very enjoyable and there is always a happy spirit
lingering in the air during Eid.
The celebrations of Eid are celebrated differently around the world but food and sweets are something
important throughout the world during Eid. In Turkey, many classical treats are eaten such as Baklava
and Turkish Delights and are given to family, friends and neighbours as presents. In Iraq and Saudia
Arabia, dates are very important because they are eaten during Ramadan when we are about to have
our meal and during Eid. Prophet Muhammed said that dates should be eaten once it is time to break
your fast. In Yemen, Bint Al Sahn is the preferred yemeni sweet. In English, this dessert is usually called
Honey Cake.
It is also a tradition to wear new clothes on Eid. They are usually called ‘Eid Clothes’. In Egypt, friends
joke around and ask if it is Eid yet when their friends look extra pretty. At the end of the day, the whole
family gather and have a large feast filled with delicious and mouth-watering food. After the feast,
everyone is left full.
Eid is always a time to celebrate with your family. We spend all the days of Eid with our family. Eid is
always a fun time to celebrate and have fun with your family. I hope everybody has fun celebrating with
their family in all your celebrations.
Fatimah M

School News
Diversity Ambassadors
Introducing this year’s new Diversity Ambassadors!
Naomi Embalo (Year 13), head of the Diversity Ambassador team, has recently appointed two new
diversity ambassadors per year group for this academic year!
Who we are:
We are the Diversity Ambassadors representing
Marylebone for this year and through our work we hope
to achieve better and more equal representation amongst
all ethnicities in our school.
The Diversity Ambassadors for this year are…
Year 7- Clio D and Fatimah M
Year 8- Diana F and Myra S
Year 9- Alex (Abigail) P and Beth V
Year 10- Abigail E and Grace L
Year 12- Amina S and Jarai J
Year 13- Mya B-S
What we do:
We have fortnightly meetings on Thursdays, discussing issues concerning our peers, ways to make
subjects feel more inclusive, ways in which the curriculum can be more diverse, extracurricular activities
promoting inclusivity and diversity and so much more. There are nearly 40 different ethnicities in our
school and one of our biggest aims is to ensure everyone feels represented and included.
One of our recent meetings was based on the use of terminology to describe different ethnicities, in
particular the use of the term ‘BAME’. In the meeting, we agreed that we should avoid using this term
from now one, and we are currently working on alternatives that don’t feel categorical or separate in
any way.
How you can help us:
Prejudices are what cause the most harm and offence. By eliminating your own prejudices on groups
you are actively making society and the environment more inclusive and welcoming!
We also highly value your views and feedback, so if you do feel strongly about something, please let us
know! We are open to all suggestions.
How to contact us:
We are in the process of creating a new email for the Diversity team, which will be managed by the Year
10, 12 and 13 ambassadors. Keep an eye out for that email!
In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact any of the ambassadors or Ms Montsumi.
The Diversity Team

School News
News Tues
The Good news feed for this week:
Paint and Climate Change
Scientists have developed the ‘whitest paint ever’, which can
reflect more than 98% of sunlight. This could help save energy
and tackle climate change through painting ‘cool roofs’, which
reduces energy demands and creates lower ambient
temperatures. Painting ‘cool roofs’ has already taken off in
many cities across the world, and they are considered as one
of the easy, urban climate solutions.

‘Jurassic Giant’ footprint
A dinosaur footprint believed to have belonged to a
‘Jurassic giant’ has been found on a Yorkshire beach.
The dinosaur’s body length is estimated to be around
eight to nine metres, matching the size of a
Megalosaurus, a carnivorous dinosaur that lived around
155-175 million years ago.

Springer Spaniel saved
A springer spaniel puppy was rescued after falling 90
metres down a waterfall! The puppy, Louis, escaped from
his lead after walking in a nature reserve located in
Scotland. Astonishingly, the time taken to find him was
remarkably short, being only 45 minutes, where a rescue
team used a pulley system to hoist him back to safety.

Book club for disadvantaged children
Footballer Marcus Rashford MBE has launched a book
club to encourage more disadvantaged children to read
up. The striker has teamed up with with publisher
Macmillan Children’s, and will donate 50,000 books
across the UK, covering around 850 primary schools in
England and Scotland.

G. Leung

School News
News Tues
Ramadan: The Holy Muslim Month
Ramadan is the 9th month on the Islamic calendar
when Muslims fast for 30 days. Ramadan is a time
of spiritual reflection, self-improvement, and
heightened devotion and worship. Muslims are
expected to put more effort into following the
teachings of Islam. It is a time of fasting, which is
when Muslims don’t eat from sunrise to sunset.
Before dawn, people eat a meal called the suhoor.
The dusk meal is called the iftar. Eating dates is a
popular way to break the fast. It is said that
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) used dates to break
his fast with.
As well as this, the Quran, the holy book of Islam, was first revealed to Prophet Mohammed
(PBUH) over the course of those 30 days. The word Ramadan itself means burning/scorching in Arabic
as it usually falls at a particularly hot time in that part of the world. Ramadan is often a community
affair, with more people attending mosques in the evenings and coming together with friends and
family for iftar. In between the hours of sunrise and sunset, fasting isn’t just accomplished by abstaining
from food and drink. It involves refraining from sinful acts such as cursing, lying and bad intentions,
amongst many other things.
Ramadan is an auspicious month for generosity and giving. The sawab (reward) for charity and
benevolence in this month are immense. It is known as a month of humbleness and simplicity, to
remember those who are less fortunate than us and to thank god. Many people choose to commit to
Ramadan donations this month. Some opt to contribute regularly, some dedicate their time to one of
the many campaigns, and some volunteer to help in fundraising towards a good cause.
You can express well-wishes for Ramadan by saying ‘Ramadan Kareem’, have a generous Ramadan.
After the last day of Ramadan, on Eid-al-Fitr, the greeting changes to ‘Eid Mubarak’. Ramadan concludes
with Eid ul-Fitr. It is commonly known as a day of joy and thanking Allah for the strength in
accomplishing the spiritual month. It is a day of gratitude, prayers, unity and happiness. For a large
number of people, the day usually consists of attending the Mosque, praying, visiting family and friends,
exchanging gifts, giving to charity, and a lot of eating!
F. Mohammed

School News
News Tues
Downing Street’s flat refurbishment
There is growing pressure on Downing Street to
provide a full explanation of the fundings and
costs of the Prime Minister’s latest
refurbishment of his Downing Street flat. Boris
Johnson’s former chief adviser, Dominic
Cummings, accused the Prime Minister of
plotting an "unethical, foolish, possibly illegal"
plan to get Tory donors to secretly fund the
work.
The four-bedroom luxury flat has also been
refurbished by former Prime Minister’s and their
families, including David Cameron and Tony
Blair. The budget for renovations must be under
£30,000, but Boris Johnson’s recent works are
speculated to have costed around £200,000,
dramatically exceeding the maximum. The work
is understood to be largely complete by early
March. Questions have been raised about the
transparency of the costs, with the disclosure of
donations from Conservatives being concealed
from the public.
In an interview with Andrew Marr, International
Trade Secretary Liz Truss said everything has
been fully declared" in line with the rules.
Notably, however, she provided no answer to
the repeated question regarding whether a Tory
party donor initially provided the money to him.
Ms Truss’ vague comments also left viewers
wondering whether Johnson had not originally
met the costs of the flat refurbishment, and paid
the money only once attention was drawn to
the subject.
In addition, No.10 has insisted that no laws or
ministerial codes were broken, with a
spokesperson said ‘At all times, the government
and ministers have acted in accordance with the
appropriate codes of conduct and electoral law’
in response to Mr Cummings’ claims.

Despite the government repeatedly denying
any allegations over extra costs, opposition
parties have called for inquiries amid the
‘stench of sleaze’ claims. Labour leader Sir Keir
said: ‘It matters. It is about integrity, it is about
taxpayers’ money. Every day there is more
evidence of this sleaze. Frankly, it stinks.’
Labour’s deputy leader Angela Rayner has
asked ‘Tell us about where you're getting this
money from, Boris, to do up your flat’.
Labour is also ready to question senior
ministers in Parliament this week, seeking
urgent answers regarding these claims.
With the Prime Minister dodging questions or
interviews about the allegations, more
questions arise as to whether the government
has complied with the law and its legitimacy
over financial expenditures.
G. Leun

School News
News Tues
Missing: a non-biased metropolitan system
There has been increased exposure on the lack
of action from the police with missing people.
Social media has yet again raised important and
urgent concerns with the safety of women and
people of colour. Overnight, Sarah Everard blew
up on social media, with the police quickly
organising units to search for the missing lady.
However, with the missing teen, Richard
Okorogheye, it took nearly a whole week for the
police to release an appeal for the missing boy.
This raises both racial and gender issues within
the system and how they react towards missing
people.
There are 176,000 who go missing every year in
the UK (take in consideration that people can go
missing twice and that is included in this
statistic), the 76,000 are children.
80% of Children are found in the first 24hours,
only 2% surpass a week. 75% of adults are found
in the first 24 hours, 85% are found in the first
two days and only 5% will be missing for a week
or more. Now 5% seems small but actually there
are 5000 long term missing individuals.
Everard and Okorogheye stood out from the
crowd. Being able to have mass exposure on the
internet in order to find them. But what made
them more special than the rest since Everard
blew up overnight when 75% are found within
the first 24 hours? Everard isn't the only female
missing, where are they now and what makes
them less important?
As a result of Sarah Everard gone missing, it
became a wider concern for people to put
missing persons online, so perhaps without the
media on Everard, Okorogheye wouldn't have
received the same treatment. Regardless why
did it take the police such a long time compared
to Everard's case to actively find Richard? If
anything, Okorogheye should have had his case
picked up adults. I wish they had reacted

Richard Okorogheye needs daily medication for
his sickle cell disease, but it is not believed he
took any with him when he went missing. It is
appalling that London, a diverse city and after
one of it's strongest exposure of BLM
worldwide, to have the police still not take
black people seriously.
Further investigation has shown that perhaps
he was encouraged to go there. His mother said
he would laugh a lot and was very happy talking
to someone on his ps5, she really believes that
there was someone must have earned his trust
since she has never heard him mention Epping
forest and loughton. Some say that lockdown
had caused him to leave since he could only
leave for medical treatment.
Whatever happened to Okorogheye, I hope we
can all become more vigilant of who our friends
and family are talking to online. As well thinking
twice before we storm out angry of the house
because of an argument without notice. Being
more aware of our surroundings if there are any
suspicious activity. Always having credit and
battery on your phone. Although it's scary to be
alert nearly of every second until you enter a
safe place, it's better to be safe than sorry.

V. Chong

School News
News Tues
The right thing amongst other things
Spike Lee’s ‘Do The Right Thing’, released in
1989, is a film about race, poverty, the
establishment and most importantly,
community. Lee’s script, direction and character
development (not to mention the film’s title)
serve to open up a broadened conversation
about what it means to be ‘right’ and how our
experiences have shaped our ideas on
righteousness. Conversations ever-present
through the Covid-19 pandemic, with people
drawn to establish their moral stance, both
socially and politically, with the harrowing
murder of George Floyd by police officers in
Minneapolis, as a catalyst in this thinking. (At
least as far as the media is concerned.) Floyd’s
death, recorded on camera, triggered an
unavoidable confrontation with the racist
foundations which have allowed, and continue
to allow, the white population to thrive through
black exploitation, and in many cases, at the
cost of black lives - many of which are not
caught on camera and therefore are left
unacknowledged. Lee’s work depicts both
racism and police brutality, which evidently go
hand in hand, through a complex lens, as he
observes a multi generational, multi ethnic
neighbourhood in Brooklyn, the residents
similar in their lifestyles and yet conflicted in
their approaches to racism. Here Lee alludes to
the fact that though indeed poverty and popular
culture serve to find common ground between
people and to an extent unite them, race will
always serve to undermine this equality - our
parents may have the same jobs, we may listen
to the same music but if I am white and you are
black it is inevitable that I be at a huge
advantage. Conversations on race and racism
therefore become difficult, with those who are
white and also disadvantaged through economic
status or unfortunate circumstances, finding it
hard to accept feeling at an advantage

anywhere in society. What I find the problem
with this is that, though it is important to
acknowledge any and everybody’s struggles,
this argument once again defers the narrative
away from those affected by racism and draws
attention back to the white experience. The
black lives matter movement should not be
undermined as an ‘all lives matter’ movement
as white lives already matter and will continue
to matter to society. However, I am not so
much interested in what the ‘right’ or wrong
approaches are, Lee’s work stimulated an
interest in the reasons that people formulate
their ideas on race, and any injustice for that
matter. How and where developmentally these
ideas stem.
Our first representatives of morality are our
parents/carers and therefore they become our
initial influencers on how to navigate society.
We, as children, both consciously and subconsciously observe the adults in our lives as
they become our educators on the constitutions
of being and what it means to grow up.
Therefore we are, in the first instance,
inevitably directed by their views. Though what
is often unacknowledged is that our parents
themselves were initially influenced by the
views of their own parents and so their political
and societal ideas are either a continuation of
the values they were taught or a rejection of
them. As we develop and grow ourselves and
the community of people in our immediate lives
expand, we are given the opportunity to
formulate a more individual stance on our ideas
about morality, making exterior influence, e.g.
the media, integral in the formation of our
views. However, it is important to remember
that even the ideas sourced outside of our
families can be limited, through factors as
simple as the environments in which we spend
our time and the people we surround ourselves
with. These concepts are presented in

School News
News Tues
‘Do The Right Thing’ through the inclusion of
characters such as Sal, a proud Italian American
restaurant owner who works with his two sons,
Pino and Vino. We are immersed into these
father- son relationships within a family that live
in another, predominantly Italian-American,
neighbourhood and their life as working
immigrant men in a predominantly black
neighbourhood. Lee offers a generous outlook on
the intentions of these characters within the
community, with developing notions of their
stance on race as the film progresses. Initially we
find that Sal is a man driven by earning a living
and enjoys his position as the owner of the 25
year old neighbourhood hang-out, having been
the observer of his customers’ growth over time.
In contrast to this, it is Pino who is quickly
uncovered as the more aggressive, resentful of
his work in the black community. Both Pino and
Vino are young men, around the same age as the
majority of those that eat at the pizzeria, because
of this, we therefore expect their youth to
accompany more liberal ideas, at least more than
those of their father. Though Vino, the more
passive of the sons, indeed appears more open
minded, Pino’s ignorance is quickly uncovered
through his disrespectful language and open
embarrassment of having to work in the
neighbourhood. However it is clear that his ideas
on pride and race didn’t appear from nowhere:
as the film continues, Sal’s underlying position on
race is exposed, eventually resulting in the lead
up to beloved Radio Raheem’s death by police
officers. What Lee does so brilliantly in the
development of Sal’s character is that he makes it
clear that Sal has genuine fondness for those of
his black customers and yet, in the society in
which we live, fondness is not enough, fondness
does not cancel out racism and Lee makes this
clear. Generations driven by greed have stunted
the growth of ideas on empathy for the
generations to come, Vino has had his father and
community as his example and Sal will have
learnt from his own experiences

growing up and ideas that have been passed
down, undoubtedly amongst histories of
struggle. However, this cycle is too limiting, the
main problem, I believe, is not what morals are
passed down but the nature with which society
does not allow communities to detach
themselves from singular narratives of what it is
to be ‘right’ or wrong. Environments need to be
created in which there is an encouraged
freedom for making our own conclusions, with
exterior influences as options not persuasions.
In a more comedic, nonetheless important
moment in Do The Right Thing, Mookie (Sal’s
African American delivery man and the central
character of the film, through whom we meet
the other characters - played by Spike Lee
himself) asks Pino who his favourite basketball
player, movie star and Rockstar are, Pino,
having used incredibly racist language up to this
point, responds with: Magic Johnson, Eddie
Murphy and Bruce Springsteen/Prince, all
(excepting Springsteen) are black. Mookie
exposes the irony of this, to which Pino stutters
“It’s different, they’re not really black…I mean
they’re black but they’re not really black…
they’re more than black, it’s different..to me it’s
different.” To this Mookie responds, “Pino,
deep down inside do you wish you were black?”
Ideas on race specifically, have been a source of
great divide, with the establishment and our
society’s unrelenting white propaganda as a
huge influence in directing our thinking on race.
So much of western culture and standards are a
result of this, with a huge disparity in the
representation of black people in the media,
unless through ignorant categorisation as
criminals or people to be feared. However, in
some cases, the media has indeed allowed for
black entertainers to penetrate the system,
though in great disparity and in the form of
white entertainment, black craftsmen and
women so exceptional that they have been
‘allowed’ to be seen, but nevertheless usually
not heard.
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Once again, populations have been fed a
restricted account of black skill and ability with
disproportionate and dishonest representation
affecting the views taken on by the public.
When we hear those coming to the defence of
black worth, black excellence is often spoken of,
but this is because black people have had to be
excellent in order to be recognised as adequate,
in saying this I do not intend to undermine the
excellence, but to bring focus to the extra
physical and mental work they require in order
for society to accept them, again distorting the
perception given to them and silencing their
struggle. Moreover, this selective acceptance
has not been an act of embrace or celebration
of black culture as such but in many ways as a
source of appropriation. What is so
incomprehensible is the way in which white
supremacists are so demeaning of black people
and yet with such keenness are willing to exploit
black culture and ideas.
The film also raises the question of the motives
of both the police force and of the
establishment as a whole. A system in place
presented to us as the ‘prevention and
detection of crime and the maintenance of
public order’, and indeed it is important to
acknowledge that there are instances where this
is the case, however, when the government has
decided (and attempted to convince us) who the
criminals are before the crime has taken place,
there is little space for justice. Moreover, police
brutality and the concept of policing, in America
initially formatted as the system in which to
capture runaway slaves, has caused great
disillusionment and disruption amongst those
oblivious to this notion. It is difficult to digest
that those meant to protect everyone and
anyone appear to have an agenda that depends
upon race and therefore it is much easier, as it is
with all these ideas, to be ignorant. I found that
perhaps one of the most poignant moments in
‘Do The Right Thing’,

though easy to miss, was during the first
confrontation between the neighbourhood kids
and the police. When, in light of the blistering
heat of the hottest day of the year, a fire hydrant
is opened and people drag their friends in to get
soaked, meanwhile an American-Italian pulls up
wanting to get through without getting his
vintage car wet. In spite of this, the kids directly
flood the car and the police turn up. Though we
expect tensions to insight violence, the officers
instead close up the hydrant and ask around as
to who was responsible for the incident. When
asked, Da Mayor (the neighbourhood statesman
and alcoholic) responds, “Doctor, those that'll
tell don't know, and those that know won't tell.”
This line, I felt, so poignantly depicted the nature
with which members of the white community
have exploited the mention of race in order to
falsely accuse, confident that they will be
believed by the police. Moreover, Da Mayor also
highlights the reciprocated resistance of the
black community to call on them for protection
in great fear of the consequences of such an
encounter. In fact at the climax of the film a riot
leads to Sal’s Famous pizzeria in flames and
Radio Raheem dead from police choke hold.
Do The Right Thing is a movie that covers a huge
number of pressing issues, many not included in
this article, like gentrification for example,
however, to reflect on all of Lee’s intelligently
subtle messages would not allow for the
acknowledgement of the aesthetic beauty of the
film. While being inspired to think on the origins
of the conflicted perceptions of race that plague
societies today, I was completely immersed in
the setting’s vibrancy and Lee’s ability to convey
and emphasise the heat. Lee had production
designer Wynn Thomas remove all the blues and
greens he could from the costumes, props, sets
and makeup, instead the film is an assortment of
warm colours: luminous reds, oranges and
yellows.
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In some shots heat lamps were placed directly
under the camera lens in order to produce those
wavy heat shimmers, while characters are
routinely covered in sweat. There are seamless
transitions both in feeling and scene with
tension built followed by smooth de-escalation
which continues in rollercoaster fashion until
climax. Lee managed to make a film depicting so
many different ideas on community with such
integrity, beauty and intelligence and in the
space of only 2 hours and 5 minutes. Watching
the film, I was provoked to think of the
expectations I have of my own community and
what part I play within it, how and where I,
myself, have been influenced and perhaps
coerced, and was drawn to evaluate my
privilege not only in my whiteness but in the
liberal environment in which I have been
brought up, supported to believe that I am
capable of distinguishing my own ideas and
conclusions and that my voice not only matters
but is valued. We are not all given the same
opportunities in life but life itself will offer
everyone the opportunity to make decisions
that affect others, no matter how big or small,
always do the right thing.

M Phillips
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MAY Half-Term Work Experience Opportunities
part of SPEAKERS for SCHOOLS 'Green Skills Week'
26 May 2021 (09am - 3pm) - Receive a coaching session from
influential figures and a place on our National Green Skills Youth
Council.

Green Skills
National
Competition with
Anglian Water

9-11

ANGLIAN WATER

11

WALTER
CAREFOOT

11

FAULKNER
BROWNS

25 May 2021 (10am – 2pm) if curious about the various career
paths within ARCHITECTURE?

Faulknerbrowns Insight into
Architecture

10-11

VWEX

26 May 2021 (10am – 3pm) - PRODUCT DESIGN, Project
Management, and Sustainability Research

Marketing and
Business
Development VWEX
with RIFU

11

DRAGADOS
CONSTRUCTION

1 June 2021(10am -12pm) CONSTRUCTION, TRANSPORT and
infrastructure?

Careers in
Construction Dragados

11

WATES

11

ISG GLOBAL
CONSTRUCTION

1 – 4 June 2021 (10am - 2pm) insight into the CONSTRUCTION
industry and the business

ISG Global
Construction
Specialist - Virtual
Work Experience

11

NATIONAL GRID

2 June 2021 (10am – 3pm) - Employability opportunities in
ENERGY

National Grid Thinking about a
career in energy ?

11

BOUYGUES

2 June 2021(10am – 2pm) if keen to network with a range of
professionals in various roles in CONSTRUCTION?

The World of Work
and Construction at
Bouygues

27 May 2021 (09:30am - 12pm) - to see a professional role within Walter Carefoot &
Sons - Trainee
the CONSTRUCTION sector and consider the skills which the
Quantity Surveyor
industry and the job requires.
Insight Day

1 – 4 June 2021(10am -2pm)Enter the CONSTRUCTION sector & Build Yourself with
Wates – South of
Progress
England
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MAY Half-Term Work Experience Opportunities
part of SPEAKERS for SCHOOLS 'Green Skills Week'

11

THAMES WATER

2 June 2021 (10am – 1pm). To explore the huge variety of
careers available within a major UTILITIES company

Thames Water –
Keeping essential
services running

11

VICTREX

2 June 2021 - INFO TECH

Victrex – How Can
Plastics Improve the
Environment?

10-11

HIVE PROJECTS

3 June 2021 - DESIGN & ENGINEERING

Hive Projects:
Introduction to the
Built Environment

11

BRITISH ARMY MUSIC

4 June 2021 (10am -2:30pm) - Insight into the life of
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC

British Army Insight Day for
Careers in Music

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

11

ZSL London Zoo is offering some Y11 students at St
Marylebone a 2-week work experience programme
this summer. You will shadow staff/work at
different parts of the zoo across the fortnight. It is
Monday - Friday for both weeks and I’ll need to
confirm exact times but I’d imagine the day is a
LONDON ZOO
similar length to a school day. It really sounds like a j.hunt@stmaryleboneschool.com
Work Experience
great opportunity if you’re interested in animal
welfare/veterinary/related courses. The fortnights
are running from 14-25 June or 28 June - 9 July. If
you would like to participate, please email Ms Hunt
at j.hunt@stmaryleboneschool.com for more
information.
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10 & 11

Parent Info BTECs and
University

95% of universities accept BTEC qualifications for entrance.
Have a look at this article in the 'Uni Guide' site.

Click!

9 & 11

Parent Info UTCs

An alternative to traditional schools with KS4 as well as KS5
entry. But what are UTCs (University Technical Colleges)? Click
on link to find out more -

Link!

10 & 11

Parent Info
VOLUNTEERING

Look at this site as it has masses of opportunities - good for
DoE, good for CV and personal statements - in fact good for
you!

Link

10

STEM INFORMATION

What's it like doing work experience in an IT company? Watch
this video and meet 15 year-old Georgiana - it's fun

Click!

10 & 11

Sector Info SPORT

Think of the mass of possibilities there are in the very exciting
SPORT sector and have a look at this very informative site

Link

Applications are open for the Fashion & Business Saturday
Club: a 30-week journey for young people (ages 13-16 yrs) to
experience the fashion industry and different roles within it.
FASHION RETAIL
Supported by the British Fashion Council, the club is aimed at
ACADEMY Saturday Club providing young people with the opportunity to learn new
disciplines and skills, whilst gaining important insights into the
Industry and further study opportunities.
Starts September 2021

LINK

All

All

LSA London Screen
Academy Commercial

Are you a Filmmaker of Tomorrow?

Y11

PARENT INFO - Post 16
Options

A comprehensive overview and research document to help
with all the different options your daughter, and you, face for
next year

Click here
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It all comes down to what kind of person you are, what interests and

A good overview of motivates you and how you learn best. Many of us do better when we are
12/13
the differences
learning whilst doing....its more understandable, more relevant. There is no
hierarchy between vocational and academic - both pathways can be
Parents between Vocational
satisfying
and successful but only if you choose what suits you best....not
and Academic studies

Link

Link

what you think everyone is choosing...

12-13

Insight into Banking
and Finance - HSBC May 5th

Interested in a career in Banking & Finance? How does the idea of working
for Europe’s largest bank sound? On May 5th from 5pm - 6pm, we’ll be
hosting an online webinar event with HSBC as they will be letting us know all
about their UK-wide Summer Work Experience and Apprenticeship
opportunities. With more than 200,000 employees and offices worldwide,
HSBC is one of the world’s leading international banks.

12-13

FREE Medical School
application preparation

Applying to study MEDICINE is competitive...The Medic Portal offers FREE
webinar courses in preparing for the UCAT and BMAT exams.

Link

12-13

Environment, Nature
and Specialist training

Wonderful DEGREE courses as well as APPRENTICESHIPS on offer at Capel
Manor - Conservation, Animals, Agriculture, Wildlife, Floristry and so much
more. Education doesn't have to mean Essay writing ! 27/5

Link

12

Financial Services Work
Experience and School
Leaver programmes
(18+)

EY is one of the 'big 4' financial services companies. Thousands of graduates
make applications after university no matter what they have studied. BUT
they offer amazing School Leaver Programmes which allow you to fast track
your career - work, qualifications, salary. They offer the BUSINESS ACADEMY
and THE SMART FUTURES programme. Take a look...applications still open

Link

12-13

lots of virtual work
experience placement

too many to list here so they are in your Form Google Classrooms but you
can also search and apply via the link

Link

12-13

Foundation Diploma in
Art and Design
(Foundation course)

The Working Men's College sounds really old fashioned now but it was
established in 1854 when times were different....they offer a range of
excellent Creative Courses including the one year Art Foundation. Really
worth a look.

Link

13

Project Management
Apprenticeship working with
Entrepreneurs and
Start Ups

18 months - level 4 (equiv to first year of uni) Fantastic opportunity which
could lead further. Your journey at Founders Factory will begin in their Talent
and People team for 4 months. You will straddle both parts of the business
effectively supporting their team and start-ups across the business, covering
Employee Experience, D&I, People Operations. The deadline for applications
is 22 May 2021 (although we always recommend applying early) and the
apprenticeship will start in June 2021

Link

12-13

Another great list of
virtual work experience
opportunities

added to your google Classroom. Nursing, Armed Forces, Energy Sector,
Environment , Business, Tech and more ...

Link
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12-13

Scholarships and
Bursaries - FREE
money

The Scholarship Hub lists all available offers - sometimes
these are really niche! This one is pretty broad and is for uni
tuition fees and living expenses - placements and mentoring
to enter a career in Re-Insurance (this is much more
interesting than it sounds!) its corporate but with more
sociable hours than banking and offers opportunities for all
sorts of subject specialisms. Sign up to the site to see all
offers
Monday 05 - Friday 09 July 2021. Online with 1-2 hours live
discussion per day

12

12

12-13

12-13

spend five days learning online with The Courtauld, a worldclass university specialising in Art History, Conservation, and
Art History Summer
Curating. Over the course of the week you will work closely
School
with world-renowned art historians, curators and museum
professionals, as well as Courtauld students and graduates,
to develop key skills, find out more about Art History and
what it's like to study the subject at university, and the
career paths open to you.

Link

we'll spend time on this later this term but here are lots of
real sample statements to start getting some inspiration
about what to write and what NOT to write...

Link

This programme explores the vast world of sports business,
including finance, marketing and law, as well as best
New degree in Sport
practice in people management and the planning of major
Management at UCFB sporting events. UCFB offers a range of sport business/
management and coaching courses

Link

Writing a Personal
Statement

Work experience LOADS of

Biological Sciences, IT, Marketing, Music, Engineering,
Architecture and more...sign up now

12-13

Sports-related research has always been at the heart of
Loughborough. The School of Sport, Exercise and Health
Sport related courses
Sciences, as well as activity in other areas of the University
- Loughborough Uni
such as the Sports Technology Institute and Institute for
is No 1
Sport Business, are all renowned for the fundamental and
applied research they undertake in this field.

12-13

Next dates from 13th May to 13th June. It involves 10
predominantly 2 hour sessions including camerawork,
FREE TV and filming
sound & lighting, brainstorming & production know how. As
training - highly
part of the package, volunteers will work in crews on a
recommended
filmed picnic with guests to discuss Freedom of Assembly
and surrounding issues.

Link

Link

Link
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Thursday 13th May At IBM, work is more than a job —
it's a calling. To build. To design. To code. To consult. To
think along with clients and sell. To make markets. To
invent. To collaborate. Not just to do something better,
but to attempt things you've never thought possible. To
lead in this new era of technology and solve some of the
world's most challenging problems.

Link

12-13

Wednesday 12th May, 5:00pm - 6:30pm Talks from
leaders of the property development / construction /
Architecture / Interior Design. Berkeley Group are a
publicly-owned FTSE 100 company listed on the London
Insight - Property/
Stock Exchange. They build beautiful, successful places,
Architecture/
blending homes, parks and public realm with great
Interior Design
facilities to create fantastic communities. They have
built more than 19,200 homes in the last five years,
across London, Birmingham, South of England and the
rest of the UK.

Link

12-13

BDO
Apprenticeship in
Accountancy highly
recommended (yr
13s can still apply)

A career in accountancy is about much more than
numbers. You’ll enjoy gaining invaluable experience in a
commercial environment, working on real business
projects and collaborating with leading industry
professionals who respect and value your contribution.
As you’d expect, we offer a competitive salary and firstclass benefits package, but trainees often tell us that our
friendly and welcoming culture is what really drew them

Link

12-13

Law/Barrister essay competition is open to 16-18 year olds attending a State
competition “Is the or Grammar School or College, and the winners will
the law the best receive prizes intended to further their interest in, and
understanding of a career as a barrister. 750 to 1,000
way to achieve
words . Deadline is 22 May . Win valuable work
positive social
experience email your entry to
change?”

12-13

Insight - IBM Tech/ Coding/
Problem Solving

the Stephen Lawrence Day Essay Competition. The

minipupillage@newsquarechambers.co.uk

12

The Oxford Physics ‘Preparing for the PAT’ course is now
open for applications. This online course runs from June
– Oct and helps students develop their problem-solving
skills and mathematical thinking in preparation for the
Oxford - Physics Oxford Physics Aptitude Test, which is sat by everyone
preparing for PAT
applying to study Physics, Engineering or Material
Science at Oxford. The course is open to Y12 students at
UK state-funded schools and colleges. Application
deadline: 16th May 2021.

Link
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The Oxford Mathematics department are hosting Online Open
Days on 01 May 2021, with both live and pre-recorded maths
talks, application advice, and information about the
Mathematics (and joint honours) degrees at Oxford. There will
be opportunities to ask questions to current staff and students,
and we will run workshops on the Mathematics Admissions
Test. We look forward to seeing you there! All talks and live
sessions will remain on the open day website after the event
for you to watch back afterwards:

Link

12

Across the three days, Magdalen Law tutors Joe Sampson and
Katharine Grevling will introduce attendees to the breadth of
the study of law through a series of classes drawing upon the
Law at OXFORD
full range of the Oxford course. Mixing theoretical discussions
summer residential with source-based analyses, attendees will be given an insight
- deadline to apply into the daily work of an Oxford Law student. There will also be
the opportunity to learn about the admissions process,
is May 16
including a demonstration Oxford interview, as well as the
chance to meet current students while taking part in social
activities.

Link

12-13

Oxford University many more about to be listed. Most dates in May but more will
Talks with Tutors be adde in June. These will be virtual and a great way to get a

12

Oxford Mathematics

Various subject areas - Law, English, Modern Languages and
Link

taste of how teaching works at Oxford

12-13

Taster courses with
SO much on offer - Radiography, Speech and Language Therapy,
the University of
Law, Politics, Engineering, Midwifery, Food Policy, Global
London - City, UCL,
Humanitarian Studies....
Royal Holloway

Link

13

Step In, Step Up – Foundations In Finance is Morgan Stanley’s
development Program aimed at identifying undiscovered talent
and kick starting the careers of Year 13 students and supporting
social mobility. We’re looking for diverse and underrepresented
voices from less privileged backgrounds who are keen to learn
about our industry and release their potential. Applicants don’t
Investment Banking need any experience, just a passion and eagerness to learn
about the world of Finance. Participants will have the
Technology work
opportunity to be considered for a place on the 2022
experience
Institutional Securities Spring Insight program or the 2022
Technology Spring Insight program. Those who join a Spring
Insight program will also have the opportunity to be considered
for an internship the following year and a Future Generation
Scholarship. This program will run from 31st August 2021 to 3rd
September 2021. Some eligibility criteria apply

Link
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12-13

Engineering Career
ideas and info

LOADS of great info from this very recent World Engineering Day
webcast - really worth a watch

Link

12-13

Royal Air Force
Apprenticeships

There are a huge number of roles - the RAF is not just about flying
fighter planes...

Link

12-13

Film, Music and
Media courses

LMA has bases in London and Liverpool and offers specialist
degrees. LMA is co owned by ROBBIE WILLIAMS so there is a very
strong industry base to the learning.

Link

12-13

GOOGLE Level 4
Apprenticeships
announced

Applications for UK L4 Apprenticeships are open - check them out

LINK

HEALTH careers
virtual work
experience

Lots of professions are on offer. During the work experience day,
students will follow 2 patients from their initial presentation to
recovery. Students will observe the healthcare professionals as
they interact with the patients and also each other. Students will
have an opportunity to ask questions and gain knowledge through
teaching. This will help students to make an informed career
decision as well as learn about how healthcare professionals work
together as part of a multidisciplinary team. Each work experience
day is completely different and students will be able to build on
their knowledge of NHS careers as they see different patient cases
and their healthcare professionals work in a variety of settings,
such as hospital and community.

Link

31st August – 3rd September 2021 Our Morgan Stanley Step In,
Step Up Foundations In Finance programme is open for
applications! We launched this programme in 2020 to target Year
13 social mobility students and support them with a four day
programme
consisting of networking, technical & professional
Morgan Stanley skills training, mentoring opportunities & mock interviews.
summer programme Through our tailored content & support students who attend the
programme receive the opportunity to grow professionally &
develop their skills. Post programme students also have the option
of fast-tracking to our Spring Insight Programme. Eligibility criteria
apply.

Link

LAW - Work experience
programme at Bird & Bird
LLP from 27 to 28 July
2021

Link

12-13

13

12-13

The deadline to apply is 30 April 2021.
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12-13

VMware is a global Tech company (main base in in California!) They
Degree
are not just seeking TECHIES they want people with great
Apprenticeship communication skills, confidence, team work, presentation skills
Technology Solutions and creative thinking. Incredible opportunities within a future-proof
- still open!
company like this

Link

12-13

Degree
Apprenticeships in
Biology, Chemistry,
Engineering and
more

GSK is a global pharmaceutical company and offers a wide range of
very high quality Apprenticeships including pure sciences. For a
Degree Apprenticeship the entry requirement is about 96 UCAS
points - about CCC HOWEVER !!! they are looking for so much more
from you than just grades - this is no soft option. Really worth a
look. They even offer a Relocation Package if you want to apply to a
programme far from home and you need help with finding
accommodation etc - a fantastic offer.

Link

12-13

Insects - inspiration

BIOLOGY - unravel the mystery of the hawkmoth’s tongue , whose
length has offered the simplest and most effective proof of Natural
Selection in action - and is now inspiring bioengineers in the
development of medical Nano probes

Link

12-13

Film, Games and TV loads of great info

A hub for inspirational career advice from the very best in
film, games and television

Link

12-13

Medicine application boost!

Award-winning charity Kissing it Better (KiB) will facilitate your
virtual volunteering experiences supporting older people. Alongside
these, you'll get one year's access to companion modules and
masterclasses, designed to make you a better applicant. The
programme includes TMP MedSoc: application-boosting e-Learning
throughout the year.

Link

12-13

Politics Masterclass
masterclass will examine the origins, main players, and
Thursday 6th May fortunes of the Egyptian revolution of January 2011, placing it
in the context of regional and international political
(5.00pm - 7.00pm)

Link

Unilever offers amazing DEGREE Apprenticeships including
CHEMISTRY, FOOD SCIENCE, Tech, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT and more....The Unilever Future Careers Team
will be running a series of live virtual events to support
students that are currently learning from home . With our
Apprentice Bootcamp, secondary school students can build
employability skills and learn about Unilever's Apprenticeship
programme, hearing from some of our Apprentices,
Graduates and Senior Leaders.

Link

SOAS (Uni of London) What Makes a Revolution? This

developments.

12-13

Unilever
Apprenticeships
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experience the University of Bristol through a combination of
virtual and face-to-face summer schools. The programme will
include academic sessions, social activities, exploring the city and
much more. Apply now - lots of subject areas and a GUARANTEED
CONTEXTUAL OFFER

Link

12

Insight into University (previously known as Headstart & Inspire) is
a comprehensive on-line course allowing students to experience
STEM related insight
STEM studies at university and the career opportunities that these
courses at university subjects lead to. The course is open to all students age 16+ and it is
summer hols
suitable for all academic abilities – all that is required is a genuine
interest in STEM subjects.

Link

12

Property and Real
Estate - summer
residential

The Summer School is a fully funded, 4 day residential programme
at the University of Reading for Year 12 students. During the week,
students will attend taster lectures, go on site visits, take part in a
group project and debate, learn to network with key employers in
the industry and experience life on a University campus. All
individuals will be provided free accommodation and food and
their travel expenses will be covered. At the end of the week, if
they are keen to learn more about property they can complete a
funded work experience placement over October half term, have
access to our e-mentoring programme, and if they choose to apply
to study a property related degree, can apply for a bursary up to
£30,000 over three years. Deadline for applications is 15 May

Link

Subject specific help
with applying to
Cambridge

The subject admissions webinars will include an overview of the
Cambridge undergraduate admissions process from a member of
Downing College admissions staff, a summary of the course from the
Director of Studies and an introduction to student life from a current
undergraduate student. The webinars will take a different subject each
week but always start at 4pm. The subject admissions webinars last for an
hour and a half whilst the live Q&As are an hour. 22/6

Link

12-13

Based in London, the Erasmus Historical and Cultural Research
History, Politics and
Forum is an independent research and publishing organisation
Culture - research, with global reach and a commitment to "the public understanding
seminars and more of history." At the Erasmus Forum we believe that history, culture,
and politics are interconnected.

Link

12-13

Jewellery - Careers
Jewellery is a centre of excellence offering pioneering jewellery education
and Training
and training.

12

12

Bristol University
Taster Summer
Schools

Apprenticeships, Training courses, Masterclasses. the British Academy of

Link
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Budgeting for Uni!

If you are planning on going to university you really do need to
know what costs are involved! Here is a useful budget planner
so that you can start thinking about what you are able to
borrow for your loan, what your living costs are likely to be
and if you will need to ask your parents for help, find a part
time job etc. It's all very grown up but you have to face it.

Link

12-13

Climate Change
predictions

The COP26 conference in Glasgow in November is going to be
a very important moment in tackling climate change. We are
currently not on track to meet the goal of limiting global
temperature rise to between 1.5 and 2 degrees above preindustrial levels. According to the UN Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, we need to halve total emissions by the
end of 2030 if we’re to be on track to hit the 1.5 degree target
and avoid the worst effects of a changing climate. To close the
gap between pledges and action, countries need to sign up to
policies and strategies that start to reduce emissions now. This
is the challenge for the summit in Glasgow.

Link

12-13

LAW - what skills do
you need?

10 key skills that LAWYERS need

Link

12-13

Project Management
and how this Apprentices chose this route rather than full time
Apprenticeships

Link

12-13

A really inspiring and very easy-to-listen to radio programme part of a series called The Disrupters. Many start-up
Hear all about setting companies are 'Disrupters'. This means that they look at things
differently and do business differently - they ask questions
up a business
about 'why' they should do things in a certain way and 'why'
can't they be done another way. It's exciting!

Link

12-13

The series 'It's a Sin' on Channel 4 recounts the 1980s when
HIV/AIDS caused devastation to the lives of many, many young
men before widening it's grim grip around the world. You can
learn about the discrimination and fear that was felt. It's quite
hard hitting - be warned.

Link

13

A good case study to show you what Project Management is
university

Learn about Social
History from TV
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These are now open for application. This really is the most
incredible opportunity. You can make an application to study or
research something that YOU are interested in and Nuffield will
Science? Social
make all the arrangements and match you to a leading university
Science? Nuffield
and/or organisation. Placements are during the summer holiday
Research summer
and are a very valuable asset to any future applications you may
placements
make not to mention the experience you gain. Applications need
to be very carefully thought through. Please let Vanessa know if
you'd like help

Link

12-13

Watch interviews
with an apprentice Following an initial presentation, Chloe at Waterman Engineering,
interviews one of our Civil Engineering Apprentices and Nick
and a graduate
interviews one of our recent Civil Engineering Graduates.
entrant in CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Link

12-13

The Brokerage Investment Banking, Trading, Life as a Lawyer and more...sign up
virtual insight
to hear from experts and professionals - The Brokerage always
events puts on very high quality events and they are creatively making
Investment
this virtual for the moment.
Banking, Law and

Link

12-13

Do you like a bit
of REVOLUTION?

The Romantics had revolutionary ways of seeing the world 200
years ago - this is a fascinating insight into how their multiple
legacies still affect our modern world - a real mix of History,
Philosophy, Psychology, Art and more...watch it on catch up at a
time to suit you!

Link

12-13

TWO year Fashion
The Fashion Retail Academy offers the only 2 year Fashion Degrees
Degrees in the UK. Fast track and save a years worth of tuition fees and
Management,
costs. Open days coming up
Business or

Link

12-13

DEGREE
Apprenticeships

Interesting up to the minute info and stats about DEGREE
APPRENTICESHIPS. Opportunities are everywhere and vacancies
are increasing all the time...

Link

12-13

Archaeology,
History, Forensics

Fascinating TV series about the enormous archaeological
excavations going on ahead of the HS2 train line - social history
revealed

Link
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12-13

12-13

12-13

Engineering
inspiration

Lots of great info here about Inspiring Engineering - insight, events, how
to find scholarships etc

Link

Art History - short
The Courtauld Institute offers a range of really inspiring workshops and
online courses
courses and workshops

Link

Interested in
SPACE?

How will NASA’s latest robot rover search for life on Mars? Find out in
just 26 minutes ...

Psychology - Bad A series that explores 'Bad People' - get into the minds of people who do
bad things...
People

Link

Link

12-13

Find out about
London's Air
Ambulance

12-13

Health
You can apply for various university level apprenticeships in Health
professions including - Nursing, Management, Podiatry and Ambulance Practitioner.
Apprenticeships

13

FREE money for
just have to look and apply. Every little helps so apply for as many as you
university!

Link

12-13

Health
professions work experience

Link

12-13

Land, Agriculture Lackham College in Wiltshire is a specialist provider of courses in Land,
Animal and Agriculture - all incredibly important areas of opportunity in
and Animal
all our futures.
related courses

12-13

History of women
in FILM

https://www.londonsairambulance.org.uk/aaw2020. The front line of
Health Emergencies. Roles for Doctors, Paramedics, Pilot and more.

Link

Link

There are many scholarships, bursaries and other funding out there - you
can. This site is a good starting place.

A huge range of Health professions are listed in this opportunity for
virtual work experience. Register ASAP

fantastic 5 part radio series telling the history of women in film equality, race, discrimination and lots of positive stories. Highly
recommended as its all still very relevant to the current day.

Link

Link
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Engineering Degree
Apprenticeships

Waterman offers a range of very high quality Apprenticeships
including CIVIL ENGINEERING, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ,
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING and MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
They are a really nice company and very supportive of SMS
students so your application will definitely be looked at! Ask
Vanessa for help

Link/

12-13

Watch a movie and ask
yourself some questions

many films are based on true stories and although there is
usually some creative embellishment, these stories can teach
you about history, about moments in time, about particular
people. This example is called Dark Waters....

Link

12-13

The Fashion Retail
Company - loads of
industry information

Info, tips, open days, events, sort courses.....

Link

FREE Creative Writing
course

Delivered by the Open University On this online course,
established writers – including Louis de Bernières, Patricia
Duncker, Alex Garland, Abdulrazak Gurnah, Tim Pears, Michèle
Roberts and Monique Roffey – will talk about how they started
writing. You’ll consider the rituals of writing and keeping a
journal; learn how to develop your ideas; reflect on your own
writing and editing; hear writers talk about their approach to
research; and start turning events into plot.

Link

12-13

Boat Building and
woodwork courses Portsmouth

The International Boat Building College at Portsmouth offers a
range of practical, skills-based courses that will always be in
demand...take a look if the idea of sitting at a lap top all day
fills you with dread ...short courses for a gap year? (last one
14th May)

Link

12-13

Up to date info about
WHAT jobs will be
available in the future

and...more importantly which SKILLS will be needed! An easy
read

Link

12-13

12-13

12-13

With there being many changes in the Law profession
currently happening and also many to come in the near future,
Law - great info from City
we felt it would be a good opportunity to help ensure our
University
schools and colleges are prepared for when speaking to any of
your students who aspire to become lawyers.

Link
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Want to work for MI5?

The new James Bond film may be delayed but you can
apply for a range of Degree Apprenticeships with GCHQ
including Software Engineering At the UK Intelligence
Agencies, we protect the UK from a range of threats,
including terrorism and espionage. It’s fascinating work
with real purpose. But to create the next generation of
technology, we need the next generation of thinkers.
That’s where our degree apprenticeship comes in.

12-13

Would you make a good
LAWYER?

Take the quiz....

Link

12-13

The history of Sport is
always in our news
headlines

Sport is a massive global industry and generates interest
and money not only from what is happening now but
also what happened in the past - films, documentaries,
research etc - you can combine both subject areas and
become and expert.

Link

12-13

Work Experience Medicine

FREE live, virtual work experience run by doctors.
Register now

Link

12-13

Football related Degrees a huge, global business

Football is a powerful, global industry and UCFB offers a
range of focused degrees in Football Business,
Marketing, Management, Sport Science and more.
Fantastic network opportunities and contacts

Link

The Royal Navy Special
Boat Service

This is certainly no office based 9-5 job....You might
have heard this service mentioned in the news about
the Tanker that needed rescuing in the Channel. The
SBS sorted it out in 8 minutes! Most of the operations
carried out by the SBS are highly classified;
consequently, little is known about the individuals who
make up the unit. Most of them are drawn from the
Royal Marines Commandos, and all show exceptional
physical and mental aptitude. In short, they’re the best
of the best.

Link

song writing -

everything has changed since streaming was 'invented'. Listen
to this radio programme about the value of songs and how
these are valued

Link

12-13

12-13

Link
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There are SO many amazing documentaries to watch
Watch a documentary and that stimulate many questions. When you watch, why
not ask yourself 'what am I reacting to?' This example is
ask yourself some
called VIRUNGA. It's about trying to save the Mountain
questions
Gorillas in the Congo but .......it covers so much more.

Link

12-13

This is a good resource bank of videos about different
Lots of job roles and
sectors and job roles - you can also read the questions
industry sectors explained and answers that others have asked about how to apply,
what a university course or profession might ask for etc

Link

12-13

Based in London, the Erasmus Historical and Cultural
Research Forum is an independent research and
publishing organisation with global reach and a
commitment to "the public understanding of history." At
the Erasmus Forum we believe that history, culture, and
politics are interconnected.

Link

As a Cyberspace Communications Specialist you will be
Engineering
responsible for the technology at the heart of the RAF. It
will be your job to set up, operate and maintain the
Apprenticeships with the
technology the RAF relies on to communicate. there are
RAF
many other roles on offer too

Link

12-13

12

History, Politics and
Culture - research,
seminars and more

The Sutton Trust offers lots of help and guidance to
https://
Interested in studying in students who are serious about study in the US. There
us.suttontrust.
are eligibility criteria for their special programme but
the US?
com/
take a look at what they offer. Applications are now open

12-13

BAFTA GURU - lots of
masterclasses to watch

including this one Young Game Designers: Programming
Masterclass. Actors, Directors, Producers, Make Up
artists, costume designers - find out everything you want
to know on this site.

Link

12-13

White Riot is a new film showing the build up to the Rock
Film, Politics, Punk - anti
against Racism concert in 1977 at the height of
Punk....watch
to see the links between this and the
Racism
current BLM and delve into some music history

Link
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TECH Apprenticeships lots of different
industries

https://www.justit.co.uk/
vacancies/?f_job_type%5B%
Available to apply to NOW. Just think for a
5D=7&order=DESC&utm_so
moment about how our world has changed in
urce=CCH%
the last few months - TECH is what we are all
20newsletter&utm_medium
relying on! These roles are varied - really worth =Email&utm_campaign=Jun
a look
e20&mc_cid=5b80509812&
mc_eid=8a694777d1

12-13

Music Industry
inspiration

Clive Davis - The Soundtrack to our Lives Netflix. A 50 year career supporting and guiding
some of the world's biggest starts and loving
every minute of it. It's a good 'History of
Modern Music' lesson too.

12-13

Youtube videos Personal Statement,
course search, finance
etc

Up to date and high quality and very helpful
videos that clearly explain all you need to
know. Also look out for the Webinar
Wednesday live presentations

Link

Have a look at who is 30 inspiring women whose work is making a
making positive change
significant positive contribution to the
in environmental policy environment and the sustainability of our
planet.
and green politics

Link

12-13

Link

Loughborough is one of the 'sportiest'

12-13

New degree - Sport
universities and this is a new BSc on offer Science, Coaching and
AAA/AAB so tough but they are responding to
Phys Ed at
what is wanted out there in the real world!
Loughborough
Take a look (start date 4th Oct)

Link

12-13

Bournemouth has a very long-standing
reputation especially for Film, Photography,
Arts University
Making and Make -Up - watch these videos and
Bournemouth 'Making'
learn more about courses that will 'train' you
videos
with the skills the creative industries are
looking for

Link

12-13

Created by Tony Farag - ex SMS student who is
Walk in My Shoes - The studying at Oxford. Tony has a North African
heritage and feels strongly about
Oxford Uni Ethnic
representation. He is going to be big name one
Experience
day so check him out now!

Link
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As a Cyberspace Communications Specialist you will be responsible

Engineering
for the technology at the heart of the RAF. It will be your job to set
Apprenticeships with
up, operate and maintain the technology the RAF relies on to
the RAF

Link

12

Insight into University (formally Headstart and Inspire) is a
comprehensive on-line course allowing students to experience
STEM studies at university and the career opportunities that these
STEM related insight
subjects lead to. It will provide access to information on university
courses at university and student life, STEM projects and activities set by leading UK
summer hols
universities and global STEM companies, first year undergraduate
lectures, live interactive sessions with academics, admissions
tutors, employers, and current students. (mid June)

Link

13

EDT Placements: The Year in Industry (YINI) scheme helps place
students in top UK companies and organisations, giving students
the opportunity to gain first-hand knowledge and experience of
working within one of the following industries: Science
(particularly physics), Engineering (all areas), Technology/
A Year in Industry
Electronics, Maths, Business, Finance, IT, HR or Marketing across
placement - great for
the UK. If your student is unsure whether to continue into higher
a gap year!
education or go straight into employment, considers a paid gap
year before an apprenticeship or studying a degree at University,
then YINI is a fantastic way to test drive their future career, gain
skills that demonstrate competencies on their CV while also
earning a competitive salary.

Link

12-13

communicate. there are many other roles on offer too

12-13

Healthcare work
experience

12-13

Funding for degrees
and degree
Apprenticeships in
Nursing, Midwifery
and many other
Health professions

lots of different areas of Health and medicine - applications open
Linkexperience/
now

Lots of good, clear info on this site

Link
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GIRLS

Various dates and programmes in July 2021 (hopefully these will
Morgan Stanley Insight be live). Apply now for these really useful experiences. All you
need is an interest in Technology - but Tech is part of every part of
to Banking
our lives so that shouldn't be difficult!

Link

12-13

virtual work
experience Commercial Interiors 5 days

Link

12-13

The Skanska Costain STRABAG (SCS Railways JV) and Skanska
Constain (CSJV) are delivering both HS2 Enabling and the HS2 Main
Civils Contracts which covers 26.8 km from Euston in the London
Borough of Camden all the way to Ickenham in the London
Borough of Hillingdon. Scope of works includes twin-bored tunnels
(TBM), bridge demolition and reconstruction, services diversions,
earthworks plus much more! For 5 interactive days we will offer
virtual work
you the opportunity to jump on board and fast track your
experience - The Built
experience to understand more about Europe`s largest
Environment - 5 DAY
infrastructure project in 100 years! Through a series of
masterclasses, webinars, and collaborative activities, you will have
the chance to indulge in practical scenarios and enhance your
knowledge across various areas. As a part of the week we you will
obtain insights into Engineering, 4D Modelling and Robotics,
Environment and Sustainability, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion,
Archaeology and Traffic Management and Logistics.

Students will participate in a number virtual workshops and
activities. Gain a wider understanding of our exciting industry
through meeting industry professionals. Helping them to
understand how to stand out from the crowd

Link

12-13

Music Production
courses

Quality online courses that cost about £15. Lots of specialisms
such as SOUND DESIGN and using SYNTHESIS IN PRODUCTION

Link

12-13

Learn a LANGUAGE

FREE online LANGUAGES learning

Link

12-13

The National Centre
for Writing

Writing courses, ideas, writing career info and resources

Link

12-13

Media - get all the up The BBC's Meida Show on radio is a great way to hear about up to
to date stories and date stories, news items and people. You can listen to the podcast
whenever suits you
news

Link
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Degree
Apprenticeships People just like you! Take a look at the pathways and day to
lots of great case
day of lots of Degree Apprentices
studies in different
companies

Link

13

Do you want to
DEFER your
university place?

The UCAS site has all the answers you need to this and all
other questions. Many students decide after they make a uni
application that they would actually like to defer going (go a
year later) probably because they decide they would like to
take a gap year. This is a very common scenario! When you
have all your offers/rejections you can call the Admissions
Depts for each course and ask if they will consider deferring
your offer. Have a reason for why you are asking and think
about some outline plan as to what you will be doing in your
gap year - this will show that you are thinking seriously and
that you intend starting your studies as a more mature and
worldly person.

Link

12-13

Creative Careers

see where your interests can take you...

Link

12-13

Learn from the
Specialists

BBC Maestro courses offer a wide range from SONGWRITING
to COOKING to ACTING to WRITING for DRAMA . There is a
fee but you may well decide this will be money well spent to
get greater insight

Link

13

Gap year paid
professional work
experience

IBM Offers a gap year paid internship which can fast track
you into a career with them (if you wish)

Link

12-13

KS3-4 Careers Consultant: Piers Jackson
p.jackson@stmaryleboneschool.com
Sixth Form Careers Adviser: Vanessa Kenneth
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